MASTER LIST

GENERAL ELECTION/NOVEMBER 5, 2013

CITY OF HOBOKEEN

Dawn Zimmer – Mayor – 5J
Slogan: Zimmer Team Leading Hoboken Forward
59 Madison St #2
Hoboken, NJ 07030

David J. Mello – Council at Large -11K
700 1st Street, #14V
Hoboken, NJ 07030

Ravinder S. Bhalla – Council at Large – 12K
Slogan: Zimmer Team Leading Hoboken Forward
837 Garden St.
Hoboken, NJ 07030

James F. Doyle – Council at Large -13K
Slogan: Zimmer Team Leading Hoboken Forward
806 Park Ave.
Hoboken, NJ 07030

________________________________________________________

Ruben J. Ramos Jr. – Mayor – 3J
Slogan: Vision for Hoboken
107 Jefferson St.
Hoboken, NJ07030

Laura Miani – Council at Large – 1K
Slogan: Vision for Hoboken
1302 Park Ave. Apt. 4N
Hoboken, NJ 07030

Eduardo Gonzalez – Council at Large – 2K
Slogan: Vision for Hoboken
402 9th St.
Hoboken, NJ 07030

Joseph Mindak – Council at Large – 3K
Slogan: Vision for Hoboken
1000 Jefferson St. Apt. 527
Hoboken, NJ 07030
Timothy S. Occhipinti – Mayor – 1J
79 Monroe St. Apt. #2RN
Hoboken, NJ 07030
Slogan: One Hoboken

Frank Raia – Council at Large – 5K
Slogan: One Hoboken
450 7th St. Apt. 3K
Hoboken, NJ 07030

Peter Biancamano – Council at Large -6K
Slogan: One Hoboken
1125 Washington St., Apt. 1F
Hoboken, NJ 07030

Britney Montgomery-Cook – Council at Large – 7K
Slogan: One Hoboken
81 Monroe St. Apt. 1
Hoboken, NJ 07030

Independent

Patricia Waiters – Council at Large – 9K
Slogan: Bringing Change With Integrity and Equality
1233 Park Ave. #3D
Hoboken, NJ 07030